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Dawson’s Online Store Now Open!
Gardening just got a whole lot easier.
Enjoy total gardening convenience as you shop 24/7 with a huge range of Dawson’s quality guaranteed plants and garden
products. Simply click for delivery* to your door.
Browse online and select from a huge range including roses, trees, shrubs, climbers, natives, potted colour and edible plants.
You can even order gift vouchers and have them sent direct to the recipient with a personal card.
Simply visit www.dawsonsgardenworld.com.au or scan the QR code on this page.
We’re sure you’ll find plenty of inspiration, information and planting suggestions.
Remember! Dawson’s Online Store delivering quality plants to your door.
Check online store for delivery details and charges to your area.
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Mandevilla Magic!
Say “hello” to Summer Colour
with vibrant Aloha Mandevillas.

Mandevilla Aloha Dark Red

Bred in Australia, Aloha Mandevillas have taken summer colour to a new level. These wonderful
climbers provide a constant display of large, showy, tropical blooms from mid spring right through
to late autumn. Tim Parker from Dawson’s Forrestfield says
“I really love the Aloha series. They’re like a bit of the tropics we can all afford. Those big vibrant flowers
and Perth summer skies seem to work so well together. For non-stop summer colour, they’re great value, easy to grow
and right up there with the best!”
While these plants are climbers, they can easily be maintained in a more shrubby form and they respond well to this treatment.
To maintain a bushy, compact form, simply trim off the climbing shoots as they emerge.
Great ideas for using Mandevilla Aloha:
1) Pot them in a large tub or display pot and watch them grow into a stunningly advanced specimen.
2) Plant them into hanging baskets for a dramatic climbing and cascading effect.
3) Try growing them into topiary shapes. Pyramids and cones seem to work well.
4) Plant two different Aloha colours in the same pot for double the fun and an eye-catching multi-colour display. It really looks
swish! Try combinations like Aloha Red and White, Bright Pink and White or Regal Ruby and White.
5) Use them as climbers on arches, pergola posts and on wire against fences.
 xpert growing Tips: Water regularly during the warmer months for best bloom production. Feed with a slow
E
release fertiliser and the occasional liquid feed, with a mix of Seasol and Powerfeed.

Geranium Big Red
This remarkable new Geranium has taken the world by storm. Big Red is the stunning result of a 14-year breeding program and has
quickly become a favourite with gardeners around the world. In the U.S. it has been the top selling Geranium for the past few years.
When you see Big Red it’s easy to see what all the fuss is about. Big Red has large, semi- double intense dark red flowers,
which compliment deep green foliage. It’s a constant performer, flowering in flushes from spring right through to early winter. The
plant has a dense semi-trailing habit, growing to 30-45cm high and 40-50cm wide. It’s particularly at home in patio pots and
hanging baskets, but performs equally well in garden beds.
This is a spectacularly rewarding plant to grow, with no fuss and great returns. Big Red is definitely a “goer!” Its heat tolerant and
once established survive short periods of drought.
To get the best results, use Dawson’s Premium Potting Mix and feed with a long term controlled (slow) release fertilizer like
Baileys Pots & Flowers Plant Food. Water regularly for best bloom production and remove spent clusters to encourage repeat
flowering. Keep Big Red on the go by feeding fortnightly with a quality liquid fertilser like Searles® Flourish™.
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For more information see www.bigredgeranium.com.au

Sizzling Summer Colours
It’s summer time and living and gardening should be easy.

Vinca Cora Cascade Strawberry

Vinca Cora Cascade Polka Dot

Cora Cascade Vincas.

Vinca Cora Cascade Lilac
Frangipani Red

Cora Cascade Vincas are a new take on these popular and hardy summer favourites.
What’s new is their fantastic trailing habit and larger vibrant flowers, which virtually
cover the whole plant. These heat loving, cascading Vincas are a top choice for
hanging baskets, pots, planters, window boxes and display beds. To get the best
results, use Dawson’s Premium Potting Mix when potting Cora Cascade Vincas and
water regularly.
Cora Cascade Vincas are available in a range of vibrant colours including:
Cherry, Lilac, Magenta, Polka Dot and Strawberry.

Frangipani White

Frangipani Red

Frangipani Pink

Frangipani White

Frangipani Pink

Fragrant Frangipanis.
Frangipanis are tropical trees, reaching around 2.5-4 metres high, with a distinctive
umbrella shaped canopy. Frangipanis are slow growers, typically adding only about
20-30cm in height each year. They make beautiful and long lasting container plants
for sunny verandahs, balconies and courtyards, where they can be enjoyed for
many years before they out-grow their pots. Frangipanis are sun lovers and branch
after each flowering, becoming more beautiful with each passing year. So plant a
Frangipani today. It’s sure to become one of your garden treasures.
Four fantastic Frangipani colours are available from Dawson’s this summer:
Classic White, Pink, Red and Tricolour.

Frangip

ani Trico
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Brilliant Bloodleafs.
For outrageous tropical colour it’s got to be Bloodleaf plants. Iresines, commonly
known as Bloodleaf plants, are easy to grow, soft wooded perennials. They are
particularly effective planted in groups to draw the eye or when contrasted with
cool, green foliage plants. They are easy to grow, doing best in improved soils in
filtered light conditions. Water regularly over the warmer months, and liquid feed
twice monthly to encourage vibrant colour and foliage growth. Cut back leggy plants
to maintain vigour and take care to protect the tender foliage from snails.
Try Iresine herbstii, oval shaped foliage with red, pink and green tones,
or Iresine lindenii, with stunning burgundy foliage.

od Leaf
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My Favourite Roses

Our staff tell you their favourite roses!
Shooting Star

Soul Mate

Pinkie
Floribunda Jane McGrath

Merrilyn Woodward.
Merrilyn joined the team at Dawson’s O’Connor
in 1997. Her love of gardening grew from an
early age, encouraged by her parents, who
Emily
grew vegetables and flowers. Merrilyn says
“Growing plants is a great enjoyment for me
and an addiction I think. Probably my passion
would be for roses and cottage plants. I think
they go well together and need a lot less care
than people imagine.”
Tournament of Roses (Hybrid tea): “One of my
favourite roses would have to be Tournament of Roses.
With its lovely glossy foliage and soft pink flowers, that
seem to last on the bush forever! A great performer in
both bush and standard form.”
Good Samaritan (Hybrid tea): “Another rose I really like
is Good Samaritan. The fuchsia pink flowers are large
and hold their composure for a long time. They seem
to do better in the second season, when stems are
stronger. Great for picking and lasts for ages in a vase.”
Climbing Roses: “My favourite climbing roses would
have to be Pinkie, followed by Crepescule and Pierre
de Ronsard. Pinkie has clusters of bright pink flowers,
which appear in spring and seem to continue right
through to late autumn. Crepescule is an old fashioned
rose, introduced in 1904. This has perfumed clusters of
soft apricot blooms and flowers over a very long period.
It can be grown as a climber, large shrub or hedge
(if you have room). Pierre de Ronsard has delicate
pink and white-cupped flowers. Its first flush of flowers
in spring are stunning.”
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HT Fiona’s Wish

Leeanne Beavis.
Leeanne started at Dawson’s
Swanbourne in 2005, making
a change from looking after
animals to looking after plants.
Leeanne says
“I love pottering in the
garden as I find it very
therapeutic and rewarding”.
Bold Seduction (Floribunda): “A more vibrant version of
the ever popular Seduction rose, with dark pink blushing
over ivory-white petals. Repeats well through the season.
Great in pots or for an eye-catching display in the garden.”
Jane McGrath (Floribunda): “Lovely, old-fashioned-looking,
soft pink blooms. Mounded, spreading style growth.
A great rose with a cause. Part proceeds of all sales
go to The McGrath foundation.”
Purple Rain (Groundcover): “A wonderful new groundcover
rose with violet/pink flowers. Wide, spreading habit, growing
to 50cm high and 70cm wide. Ideal for mass planting.
A great one for all the Freo fans!”
Soul Mate (Floribunda): “A nice compact grower.
Lovely eye catching golden-yellow colour with old world
looks and a sweet scent.”

Alyssa van Rysinge.

HT Tournament of Roses

Gillian Ikin.

HT Fire Fighter

Gillian joined the team at Dawson’s Joondalup in 2010.
She says “My horticultural experience started when
I left high school and its grown and blossomed with
me throughout my life. I’ve gained a vast amount
of knowledge from my colleagues and I’ve also
managed to pass along my own knowledge too.”
Fiona’s Wish (Hybrid tea): “The perfume is divine.
This rose is amazing. A strong and sturdy grower.”
Fire Fighter (Hybrid tea): “Gives height to your rose
garden. It becomes a centre piece.”
Jardin’s de Bagatelle (Hybrid tea): “Perfect perfume
to match the perfect buds, which open to reveal the
palest buff pink blooms.”
Love In (Hybrid tea): “I like the mix of colours and
the amazing display it puts on repeatedly.”

Alyssa started at Dawson’s
Forrestfield in 2004 and some
of her earliest memories are
of roses She says “I started
gardening as a little tacker
out on Nan’s farm in York.
Roses were one of her
passions and now mine.
I can still remember the roses
Nan grew - Candy Stripe,
Mr Lincoln, Double Delight, Gold Medal, Mon Cherie
and Diamond Jubilee. These are oldies but still goodies.
Since then times have changed and new varieties
emerge every year.” Some of Alyssa’s current favourites are:
Emily (Hybrid tea): “A new release dwarf hybrid tea rose
from France. Growing to around 60-80cm. Outstanding
cut flower rose, slightly scented with a yellow reverse.”
Magic Carpet Roses (groundcover varieties): “Tough as
old boots and highly disease resistant. These are ground
cover roses with plenty of flowers. They come in colours of
white, pink, red and yellow. Ideal for group planting.”
Simply Magic (Shrub rose): “An abundance of strawberry
pink blooms on a lush glossy bush with a spreading habit.
Absolutely the rose to brighten up a dull garden.”
Shooting Star (Hybrid tea): “Great in pots! All the great
qualities of a picking rose on a compact bush only 50-70cm
high. Add some warmth to your dinning table with these
scented yellow blooms, cut from your own rose garden.”

Top 10 Summer Rose Care Tips
Expert tips from our rose loving staff!
1)	Use coarse grade chunky mulch, like Water-Wise Pine Bark
Mulch. Apply 50-100mm thick, but be sure to leave a 15cm
bare circle around the base of the rose.
2)	Daily watering of newly planted roses is critical over the
summer and autumn period. Established roses will survive
happily on two deep soaks a week.
3)	When deadheading, cut back to a node 6 or 7 buds below
the spent flower to encourage strong new flowers.
4)	Remember to keep feeding roses at 4-week intervals with
Dawson’s All Purpose Fertiliser.
5)	Control outbreaks of red spider mite with Mavrik, Natrasoap
or Eco Oil. Spray twice, two weeks apart. Remember to
spray in the evening, or on cooler days. Never spray during
the heat of the day.
6)	Treat hard to wet soils with quality soil wetting products like
Aqua Wett or Eco Hydrate. Or try Soil Solver to add soil
building and moisture holding clay to your soil. (See Soil
Solver article in Naturally Better section).

7)	Seasol is a wonderful tonic for roses. Apply fortnightly as a
liquid feed through the watering can. It’s a real pick-me-up
for heat-affected roses and it’s full of trace elements and
minerals.
8)	Before planting anything (including roses), first completely
soak the plant in its pot to ensure the root system is
saturated prior to planting.
9)	Modern micro drip lines are a very efficient way of watering.
Drip lines can even be covered with mulch to decrease
evaporation. Great for reducing fungal diseases, as foliage
remains dry.
10)	Standard and weeping standard roses require a strong
permanent stake for support. When planting, replace the
production stake (the stake the plant came with) with a
stronger stake or steel star-picket. If this is done at planting
time often the new stake can be put down the same hole
left by the old stake, so root damage is minimised.
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Crepe Myrtle

Manchurian
Pear flower

Prunus Nigra

Shady Characters

Weeping mulberry

Bring on the shade this summer with Dawson’s Advanced trees.
Name
Name

Prunus Blireana

Crepe Myrtle

In summer, more than ever, we appreciate the value of trees
in our gardens. Trees provide perhaps the most valuable
commodity in the summer garden - SHADE! They help
protect our homes from hot summer sun, while allowing the
warming winter sun to penetrate. The shading moderates our
environment, reducing summer heat build up in our homes
and this in turn reduces the need for air conditioning. But
more than this, trees also bring great beauty and structure to
the garden.
Our exciting range of advanced trees will create an instant
impact in your garden and bring a feeling of maturity and
structure to even the newest garden. It’s time for more trees,
so try these popular tree choices and let the shade begin!

Designer Pears
Ornamental Pears have it all. Attractive designer shapes,
colourful autumn foliage and white springtime blossom.
Pyrus Capital is a very useful, narrow growing Ornamental
Pear. Grows to only 3.5m wide and up to 8m high. Pyrus
Chanticleer® is a stately feature tree, growing to 8m high
and 5.5m wide.

Perfect Plums
Just plum, perfect for modern gardens. These compact trees
fit seamlessly into smaller gardens and courtyards. Enjoy
the fantastic foliage of Prunus ‘Nigra’, with showy, deep
burgundy foliage and single pink flowers in spring. Develops
a shapely, rounded canopy to just 4-5m high and 4m wide.
Prunus blireana, is another compact choice with burgundy
blushed foliage and double pink flowers in spring. It has a
gorgeous, goblet shaped canopy, growing to 4 metres high
and wide.

Prunus Oakville Crimson Spire

Pyrus Capital

Prunus ‘Oakville Crimson Spire’ is a unique and very
useful Poplar-like tree with a tall yet narrow shape. Grows
to just 2 metres wide by 6m high at maturity. Single white to
pinkish flowers in spring. Burgundy/purple blushed foliage.
Crimson Spire is the answer for those tight spots where
a tall but narrow tree is needed. Great for group planting,
screening and avenue planting.

And More…
Chinese Tallow: Lovely rounded canopy tree that puts
on a reliable show of rich autumn colours. Height 5-8m,
width 3-4m.
Indian Summer Crepe Myrtle Tuscarora: Lustrous
green foliage turning orange-red in autumn. Strong upright
branching, forming a goblet shaped canopy. Cerise
flowers verging on red. Height 4-5m x width 5m.
Weeping Mulberry: Beautiful tree forming a cascading
dome of green foliage. An ideal feature for lawns or
courtyards. Edible mulberries are a springtime bonus!
Height and width to 3-4m.
Shady Climbers: Cover pergolas with fragrant Wisteria
or grape vines for beautiful living shade.

Handy Hint
Water your advanced trees regularly during the critical
establishment period. This means giving the trees a
good deep soak every day during the first summer.
Apply a minimum 30-40 litres of water each watering
(this is around 4 large watering cans ).

Visit your nearest Dawson’s to see our range of advanced trees and “yes” we can deliver them too!
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The Edible Garden
What to plant in Summer: basil, beans (climbing or dwarf),
beetroot, broccoli, Brussels sprouts, cabbage, capsicum,
carrots, cauliflower, celery, chicory, Chinese cabbage, chives,
chilli, choko, cucumber, dill, eggplant, endive, fennel, leeks,
lemon grass, lettuce, marjoram, melons, mint, oregano,
parsnips, parsley, pumpkin, radish, rhubarb, rocket, radicchio,
rosemary, sage, silver beet, spring onions, squash, sweet
corn, thyme, tomatoes, tarragon and zucchini.
Take a look at our online vegetable fact sheet at
www.dawsonsgardenworld.com.au for a useful guide
to establishing either a traditional soil based vegie
garden or starting a “no dig” straw based garden,
plus a complete monthly vegie and herb-planting guide.

The Kitchen Garden

duce from garden to table!
Take your home grown pro
cipe.
Best Summer Bruschetta Re
By Tim Parker.

over the years
I’d often tried to make bruschetta
“eureka!” moment
but never really “nailed it”. The
simple dish is
came on a recent trip to Italy. This
ks a punch, allowing
stunning in its simplicity, but pac
.
all the elements to shine through
Ingredients

rustic bread loaf
– 1 baguette “French stick” or
– 1-2 cloves of garlic
)
– 1tsp dried oregano (see note
– Extra Virgin Olive Oil
– Sea Salt
– Ground black pepper
– 1-2 spring onions diced
rry tomatoes
– 4 tomatoes or one cup of che
ional)
– Basil leaves for garnish (opt
Method

s about 2cm thick.
Cut baguette across into slice
s on hot stovetop
Lightly toast slices on both side
. Remove slices
grill, taking care not to burn them
from grill and place on a tray.

Combine prepared garlic,
mixing bowl,
tomatoes and spring onion in
a twist of
add olive oil, dried oregano and
edients
salt and black pepper. Mix all ingr
on, then leave
thoroughly with a wooden spo
each bread
to marinate for ten minutes. Top
. I like to add
slice with a tablespoon of mixture
at this stage
an extra sprinkle of black pepper
il leaf.
and garnish each slice with a bas
Serve immediately.
snack, aperitivo,
This bruschetta makes a tasty
s served with
or part of a simple meal (perhap
a garden salad, cold meats and
Australian
of course a refreshing Western
white wine.)
o is one of
Note: Homemade dried oregan
. You can dry
the secrets to this bruschetta
ator (if you have one)
sprigs of oregano in a dehydr
et lined with kitchen
or place sprigs on a baking she
the lowest heat for
paper, then dry in an oven on
’ve dried the oregano,
3-4 hours. Either way, once you
a food processor
strip off the leaves and blitz in
finer and easier
for a few seconds to make them
o in an airtight
to sprinkle. Store dried oregan
within 6 months.
container. Use dried oregano
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Naturally Better
New products for green gardeners

Looking for some environmentally friendly ways to control pests
and feed your garden? Here’s a look at some exciting and new,
environmentally responsible products to help you go organic.

Cera Trap
Cera Trap is an all-in-one, organic, pesticide free fruit fly
trapping system. It contains a unique protein based liquid
solution that’s very attractive to fruit flies. The smell of the
liquid lures fruit flies onto the specially designed trap. Unable
to escape, the fruit flies drown in the liquid. Continues to
work for 3-4 months. Ideally, hang traps when fruit is about
one-third its final size. Extensively trialed in Mediterranean
fruit growing areas around the world and found to be an
effective and highly selective trap for Mediterranean Fruit Flies.
Recommended backyard application rate is one Cera Trap
per fruit tree.

Eco Growth Emerald Lawns - Staff Pick!
This exciting new generation fertiliser is an environmentally
responsible way to feed your lawn. Eco Emerald is a low
phosphorous, river friendly, rock mineral based fertiliser.

Rock mineral fertilisers are derived from
natural volcanic and sedimentary deposits Cera Trap
containing some of nature’s richest soil
building materials. Rock minerals are naturally slow release, so
the growth response in your lawn will be much more sustained.
Eco Emerald contains a full range of minerals and beneficial
microbes to feed your lawn the natural way. This stimulates soil
health and encourages deep root growth, leading to a more
resilient lawn. Trialled and used by many of our staff! This is
the same fertiliser used by many golf courses and councils
throughout Perth.

Searles 5 IN 1 Plus Organic Plant Food Pellets
This high quality organic* fertilizer comes in an easy-to-use
pelletised form. The fertiliser contains blood and bone, hoof
and horn, fish and seaweed extracts, composted animal
manures and a full complement of trace elements. While the
product is particularly good to use in vegetable gardens it can
be also used on garden beds, trees, shrubs, roses, lawns and
pot plants.
*Registered organic product by the Biological Farmers of Australia (BFA).

New Release Shrubs
Olive Mediterranean Midget (dwarf non-fruiting olive).
Mediterranean Midget is a new take on the humble old Olive.
Mediterranean Midget is a dwarf non-fruiting olive, which only
grows to 1.5m wide and high. Like all olives it’s an incredibly
tough plant that’s easy to grow. It takes heat, drought, frost
and coastal conditions in its stride and is very versatile!

Oriental Pearl.

Mediterranean Midget is an ideal choice for medium to low
hedges, especially in difficult full sun areas. It makes a supertough container plant for sunny decks and courtyards and
lends itself beautifully to shaping in all manner of topiary
shapes and standards.

anean Midget

Olive Mediterr

This new compact Indian Hawthorn is a little pearler!
Growing to only 1m in height and width. It’s a super
tough little shrub with glossy- green, leathery leaves.
Attractive clusters of white flowers from late autumn
through till late spring. Grows in full sun and partial
shade and is tolerant of coastal conditions. It’s sensational
as a low hedge and is perfect for mass planting.
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